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A message from the founders

A big hello from the little town of Bonner, Montana (U.S.), where we focus on oﬀering some of the most
durable and sustainable (travel) French presses (cafetières), drinkware and food storages.
Our products are designed to take anywhere and brew everywhere.
Whether you’re heading outdoors, to your (home)oﬃce or just down the street, there’s a Planetary Design
product to complement the passions of outdoor enthusiasts, coﬀee snobs, tea lovers and foodies!
When you love coﬀee as much as we do, coﬀee storage is just as important as how it’s brewed.
That’s why we also oﬀer products that are designed for optimal storage of dry goods like coﬀee, tea,
sugar, nuts, spices, pet treats and many more!
Planetary Design’s products are already sold in over 30 countries worldwide!
We’re excited about our new products and the pipeline of innovation ahead!
Thanks for sharing our passion,
Your friends from Planetary Design

A message from the Distributor

Dear Planetary Design enthusiasts!
We are Another Cookie, specialized in coffee, tea and hospitality for B2B and B2C.
We first came into contact with Planetary Design in August 2020, when we read about the brand in an
international coffee magazine. We immediately knew we wanted to be part of this amazing and
innovative brand! We reached an agreement in September 2020.
It has been a great success since then.
Another Cookie is located in The Netherlands, where we keep a large part of our stock.
This ensures that we can fulfil most orders quickly.
As a distributor, we like to stay in close contact with our resellers, so we can support them where needed.
We hope to welcome you soon!
Team Another Cookie

ABOUT

When you love coffee as much as we do, coffee storage is just as important as how it’s brewed.
Most coffee and food canisters are “airtight” only, which means they lock air along with its contents.
The Airscape has a patented vacuumlid which pushes the air out of the can, creating a vacuum effect. This will
extend the life of your coffee, tea, flour, sugar, grains, seeds, spices, nuts, pet food and other food-related products.
Every Airscape consists of 2 lids, one sealing lid and one vacuum lid.
By refilling your Airscape®, you can reduce packaging waste. Better for the environment!
The Airscape® comes in multiple colors, sizes and fabrics.
All Airscapes have BPA-free lids.

(Width x length)

Classic: 12,7cm x 10,16cm
Ceramic: 13,33cm x 10,16cm

12,7cm x 17,80cm
13,33cm x 17,80cm

18,03cm x 20,32cm

Classic
There’s an easier way to keep your beans fresh!
The Airscape® canister’s patented inner lid forces excess
air out as it is pressed down. Flip the handle to lock the
valve and prevent further oxygen exchange until it’s
opened again.

The 18/8 restaurant-grade stainless steel container body
blocks harmful UV rays and won’t transfer ﬂavors.
By removing air & blocking light, coﬀee beans (and food
related products) maintain peak freshness & aroma far
longer than traditional “airtight” storage containers and
bags.

The stainless steel airscape® comes in two sizes:
•

Small: holds 250gr whole bean coﬀee

•

Medium: holds 500gr whole bean coﬀee

Classic
Available in seven scratch-resistant durable finishes:

- Brushed Steel

- Obsidian

- Red

- Mocha

- Turquoise

- Charcoal (matte black)

- Chalk (matte white)

Charcoal (matte black)

Brushed steel

Obsidian

Red

Mocha

Turquoise

Chalk (ma;e white)

KILO
The largest member of the Airscape® family.

The Airscape® Kilo is a 20cm tall canister that holds over a
full kilogram of coﬀee beans.
The Airscape® Kilo is made of Galvanized steel.

Available in three diﬀerent ﬁnishes:
- Chalk (matte white)

- Ash (matte grey)

- Charcoal (matte black)

Ceramic
Glazed ceramic kitchen canisters made extraordinary by
the patented Airscape® lid.
The Airscapes have a sturdy ceramic body and an elegant
bamboo top lid.

The Ceramic Airscape® comes in two sizes:
•

Small: holds 250gr whole bean coffee

•

Medium: holds 500gr whole bean coffee

Available in five glossy, hand-glazed finishes:
-

Obsidian (black)

-

Snowflake (white)

-

Slate (grey)

-

Cobalt (blue)

-

Red rock

Glass
Classy kitchen and pantry storage is yours with the
Airscape® Glass with bamboo lid. The Airscape® Glass is
an elegant food storage option for any home.

Crafted with durable, food-safe borosilicate glass and
bamboo top lid.
As with all of our Airscape® products, the patented inner
lid forces air OUT of the canister and away from its
contents for ultimate preservation and freshness.

The Airscape® Glass comes in two sizes:
•

Small: holds 250gr whole bean coffee

•

Medium: holds 500gr whole bean coffee

Lite
The Airscape® Lite features the same patented foodpreserving technology in a stackable, durable, BPA-free,
phthalate-free plastic container body.
Easy to refill at your favorite bulk food store to reduce
packaging waste!
Available on request.

•

Comes in three sizes:
Small: holds 225gr whole bean coffee

•

Medium: holds 500gr whole bean coffee

•

Large: holds 700gr whole bean coffee

The CarGo Can
The BruTrek™ CarGo Can is perfect for pre-measured
servings of coffee, tea or protein powder. Enough for a
weekend of adventures!
Also ideal for preserving herbs, es or any other goods that
are oxygen, humidity & light sensitive.

Field-tested in Montana, the CarGo Can works hard to
keep what’s inside FRESH, thanks to the Airscape® inner
lid technology.

It has a strong magnet to make it easier to take with you!
The CarGo Can is compatible with the BruTrek™ Double
Shot.

120ml capacity

The Bucket Insert
The patented Airscape® preservation technology now
comes in a bigger size! Turn any bucket with a diameter of
28,5-30 cm into the ultimate preservation system with
the Airscape®.
The Bucket Insert even has a Nitrogen Port!
This allows bucket contents to be flushed with nitrogen
gas to preserve the life of the goods inside.
Ideal for keeping coffee, tea, flour, sugar, grains, animal
food and other food related products fresh.
Can also be used to keep your belongings dry while
camping or other activities such as canoeing.

Available on request.
Comes in one size.

Technology
All of our stainless steel French Presses & travel
presses feature our patented Bru-Stop™
technology.
This Bru-Stop™ innovation revolutionizes French
Press brewing, an eco-friendly method with no
paper ﬁlters.
The Bru-Stop™ components can be easily
disassembled for cleaning. All parts are
replaceable to ensure years of coﬀee brewing
enjoyment.
With Bru-Stop™ technology, once fully pressed
down, the Bru-Stop™ plate creates a physical
barrier between the grounds & brewed coﬀee (or
tea), halting the brew process.
This prevents your coﬀee for overextracting,
so it does not become bitter.

OVLRNDR
The OVRLNDR is a double-walled stainless steel French
Press / Cafetière, to make the best coﬀee anytime,
anywhere. The double-wall insulated construction keeps
your coﬀee or other hot drink warm for hours.
The OVRLNDR is super easy to clean due to the
removable bottom. Perfect for on the road, camping or
just at home!
The OVRLNDR has the patented Bru-Stop™ system that
ensures the ground coﬀee does not come into contact
with the hot beverage after brewing, so that the coﬀee
does not become bitter.
To make your perfect coﬀee, add coarse ground coﬀee,
pour almost boiling water over the coﬀee and place the
Bru-Stop™ with the press up. Let the coﬀee and water
steep for 3-4 minutes and then press down on the press.
As easy as it gets!

•

18/8 restaurant quality stainless steel
• Comes in 4 colors
• Heat resistant and spill proof lid
• Volume: 825 ml

Steel Toe
The Steel Toe is a double-walled stainless steel French
Press / Cafetière, to make the best coffee anytime,
anywhere. The double-wall insulated construction keeps
your coffee or other hot drink warm for hours.
The Steel Toe has the patented Bru-Stop™ system that
ensures the ground coffee does not come into contact
with the hot beverage after brewing, so that the coffee
does not become bitter.
The Steel Toe is extra strong which makes it very suitable
for use at the worksite.
To make your perfect coffee, add coarse ground coffee,
pour almost boiling water over the coffee and place the
Bru-Stop™ with the press up. Let the coffee and water
steep for 3-4 minutes and then press down on the press.
As easy as it gets!

•

18/8 restaurant quality stainless steel
• Comes in 4 colors
• Heat resistant and spill proof lid
• Volume: 625 ml

Double Shot
The Double Shot is a double-walled stainless steel French
Press / Cafetière, to make the best coffee anytime,
anywhere. The double-wall insulated construction keeps
your coffee or other hot drink warm for hours.
The Double Shot has a laser welded handle. Can be used
for both left and right handed people.
The Double shot contains a small storage container for
storing your coffee.
The Double Shot has the patented Bru-Stop™ system
that ensures the ground coffee does not come into contact
with the hot beverage after brewing, so that the coffee
does not become bitter.
To make your perfect coffee, add coarse ground coffee,
pour almost boiling water over the coffee and place the
Bru-Stop™ with the press up. Let the coffee and water
steep for 3-4 minutes and then press down on the press.
As easy as it gets!

•

18/8 restaurant quality stainless steel
• Comes in 5 colors
• Heat resistant and spill proof lid
• Volume: 475 ml

Adventure Tumbler
The Adventure Tumbler is the perfect travel mug that will
keep your drink hot or cold for hours.
It has a tapered shape that ensures the tumbler fits
perfectly in your hand. The tumbler is equipped with a
100% spill proof and heat resistant lid.
Perfect to take with you!

•

18/8 restaurant quality stainless steel
• Comes in 7 colors
• Heat resistant and spill proof lid
• Volume: 475 ml

Camp Cups
When you pour drinks that you don’t want to cool down
too quickly, this Camp Cup is perfect!
The insulating double-walled exterior keeps your drink
warm for an extra long time.
The insulating double-walled exterior ensures you can
hold the camp cup without burning your hands, because
the heat stays inside the cup.

•
•
•
•

18/8 restaurant quality stainless steel
235ml content
Cleaning by handwash
Available in 3 colors

FLASK
Simple, elegant, innovative and easy to clean. The FLASK
by Ethoz™ is our coffee and tea press for home brewers all
over the world.
The FLASK contains two chambers. The removable base
allows you to pop the coffeegrounds or tea leaves directly
into your waste or compost after brewing.
The one-way brew valve prevents over-extraction so your
coffee or tea won’t get bitter.
The FLASK’s three part design is dishwasher safe and
makes cleaning a breeze.
The FLASK brews enough (500ml) to share with others.
Combine it with the Ethoz™ double-wall glass tumblers for
a perfect classy brewing combination!
How to use:
Simply add coffee or tea into the chamber, add near
boiling water, wait 3 to 4 minutes and press.
As easy as it gets!

1

2

Step 1: Add coffee / tea

4

3

Step 2: Add nearly boiling water

5

Step 4: Press down

Step 3: Wait 3-4 minutes

6

Step 5: Poor out

Step 6: Enjoy!

FLASK filter pack
These fine mesh paper filters are specially designed for
the FLASK Coffee & Tea Brewer.
While completely optional (you can brew in the FLASK
without them), they’ll add an extra layer of refinement to
your finished brew.
20 filters per pack

Tea Brewer
The glass Ethoz™ Tea Brewer offers a straight forward
way to brew loose-leaf tea.
Add the Ethoz™ Glass Tumblers to create a nice looking
combination.
The perfect tea brewing gift bundle for tea lovers!
Brews about 400ml.

Glass Tumblers
Sip in style from a pair of double-wall glass Ethoz™
tumblers. The perfect companion to the FLASK or Tea
Brewer.
Double walled so it fits perfectly and does not get too
hot to hold.
235ml capacity.
Sold as a set of two.

Coffee Scoop
This Coffee Scoop is made of extra heavy duty and
durable restaurant quality stainless steel.
The spoon is just big enough to make one cup of coffee
(30ml / 10 grams of coffee).
The scoop is designed to be easy to take with you. It also
fits perfectly in the Planetary Design Airscapes.
Of course, the scoop can be used for other products, like
tea, sugar, spices, cacao, supplements and much more!

•

• 12cm long, 5cm wide
30ml / 10grams (coffee) capacity
• Clean by handwash

Imprinting & Engraving
All Planetary Design products can be personalized.
To ensure that the entire process is as accurate and as fast
as possible, we work closely with one of our partners
from the Netherlands.
The printing & engraving process takes about 2 weeks.
Full customization has a 120 day production time.

•

There are several options:
• Engraving
• 1 or 2 color print
• Your own paper label
Fully customized to your brand/label

Engraving

1 or 2 color imprinDng

Paper label

NICE TO WATCH
How to brew:
Bru-Stop:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZvsWxJI0ro

OVRLNDR:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hX0x1-L4HWE

Double Shot:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YayOAs1bKD4

Steel Toe:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zh40xnKTLNU

Airscape:
Stainless steel:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-ZFd66m-l0

Ceramic:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhgoXpGMsy0

Kilo:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9aXkWIyeYk

Bucket Insert:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWR5pewdO-Q

What we can mean for you:
1. Free website content like pictures and product description.
2. Keeping stock in the Netherlands.
3. Low shipping costs within EU.
4. Fast deliveries: 3 to 5 delivery days within Europe.
5. Arrange dropshipments on your behalve.
6. Comprehensive and fast support.

CONDITIONS

§ In order to get website content, resellers must have a (net) purchase of €1500 per half year.
§ Shared content can be used for a period of 12 months after receiving the order.
§ In order to receive the content, resellers have to sign a written agreement with Another Cookie.
§ We do this to prevent misuse of the content and to keep it exclusive to our resellers.
§ With the first (test) order, resellers may determine the quantities, so you may order per single
item.
§ As from the second order, resellers need to order volumes per model as given on the price list.
§ The stated retail price (RRP) on the price list is the recommended retail price.
§ Discounts may be given up to a maximum of 5%.
§ If you like to order, please ask for the order list where you can indicate what you would like to
receive.
§ Orders must be paid in advance via a pro forma invoice.

Contact info:
https://www.anothercookie.com
david@anothercookie.com or info@anothercookie.com
+31 (0)88 80 09 838
Ericssonstraat 2
5121 ML Rijen, The Netherlands
CoC The Netherlands: 65836375

Feel free to contact us!

